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+Our Agenda

1. Determining your project’s funding needs
2. Review selection of different budget templates
3. Analyze selection of different budget justifications
4. Review internally required confirmations and documents

1. Salary confirmations and RASCAL approvals
2. In-kind support and corresponding approvals
3. Conflict of interest disclosure and RASCAL certifications

5. Review funder-required confirmations and documents
1. Consultant letters of support
2. Subcontract agreements
3. Letters of support for service agreements
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+A snapshot of MSPH submissions by 
funding agency

The vast majority of applications submitted by MSPH are for NIH or other 
federal funding agencies, all of which are governed by the same budgetary 
and financial regulations. We will talk about private foundation 
applications, but because foundation regulations vary wildly we can’t be as 
prescriptive as we are when we discuss federal applications. 
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Other Federal (20%)

Non-federal (27%)



+Determining your project’s general 
funding needs
Draft your study aims, a general scope of work, and 
outline your proposed study activities. As you do this, 
consider the following questions:

Who is needed to accomplish what you’ve proposed?
 How much of your time (effort) will be required to accomplish 

what you’ve proposed? 
 Who else will need to be involved? How much of their time 

(effort) will be required?
 Will you need to partner with another organization/ an 

individual from another organization? What will this 
partnership entail? How long will it last? 

How long (in years) is needed to accomplish what 
you’ve proposed? 

What is needed to accomplish what you’ve proposed? 
 What are the major costs associated with the activities you’ve 

outlined? (Data collection? Travel? Participant incentives? 
Equipment? Use of facilities, such as laboratories?)
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+Developing your Personnel Budget
 Determine who you want on your study team and each 

individual’s effort
 Identify specific individuals for each position whenever possible
 Confirm that these individuals agree to work on the grant before 

circulating their names.
 Contact your DA/ grants administrator as soon as possible 

with this information. 
 Your DA/ grants administrator will:

 Verify salary information from collaborators’ departments. 
 Be aware of any agency salary caps (e.g., $185,100 for NIH and 

other PHS agencies) and how to deal with these.  
 Calculate personnel costs annually and over the entire budget 

period. 
 Provide you with personnel cost information. 

 The remaining amount is available for either direct costs 
or direct + ICs (depending on your funding opportunity). 

 NIAID suggests that salary should make up 60-80% of your 
budget. 

 For most PHS grants, you will need to collect Biographical 
Sketches for all individuals listed as Key Personnel on your 
budget.
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+Developing your Personnel Budget

Your DA/ grants administrator will use an excel 
spreadsheet like the one below to calculate personnel 
costs. 

Total Direct Costs: Total Direct Costs: 136,121

MTDC: MTDC: 136,121

Indirect Costs: Indirect Costs: 81,672

Total Costs: Total Costs: 217,793

Name Role Salary Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Base 

Salary Salary Fringe Total

Base 

Salary Salary Fringe Total

Base 

Salary Salary Fringe Total

Dr. PI PI 110,000 20% 20% 20% 0% 0% 110,000 22,000   6,820        28,820   113,300 22,660   7,025        29,685   116,699 23,340   7,235        30,575   Dr. PI 89,080

Dr. Co-I Co-I 100,000 15% 10% 10% 0% 0% 100,000 15,000   4,650        19,650   103,000 10,300   3,193        13,493   106,090 10,609   3,289        13,898   Dr. Co-I 47,041

Subtotals (Personnel - S&F) 37,000   11,470       48,470   32,960   10,218       43,178   33,949   10,524       44,473   136,121

48,470 43,178 44,473

29,082 25,907 26,684

48,470 43,178 44,473

Annual Effort (FTE %)

77,552 69,084 71,157

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Use actual names 
rather than TBD 
placeholders.

Explain 
changes in
% effort in 
budget 
justification.

This is a 
3-year 
project.

Fringe is applied at 
a rate of 27.1% 
(8.15% for student 
salaries) for govt 
grants; 29.5% 
(8.15% for 
students salaries) 
for non-govt grants. 

A 3% cost 
of living 
increase is 
applied 
per year. 

Indirect costs are applied at a rate of 
60% for on-campus research and 26% 
for off-campus research, unless funding 
agency policies differ.  Please refer to CU 
negotiated F&A agreement for other 
standard rates.

Modified Total Direct Costs (MTDC): 
salaries and wages, fringe, materials, 
supplies, services, travel, and 
subgrants/ subcontracts (up to 
$25,000). 

Total personnel costs for 
this 3-year project (inc. 
salary for both 
investigators and fringe) 
=$217,793. 
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+Determining Non-Personnel Costs 
Most PHS agencies separate non-personnel costs into the following categories: 

1. Equipment: Property that costs $5,000+ and has an expected life of over 1 year
2. Travel: Domestic (U.S., Canada, Mexico & U.S. possessions)/ Foreign
3. Participant/Trainee Support Costs: 

 NIH: unless otherwise noted, this will be kept blank; tuition remission for 
graduate students will be included in Other Direct Costs. 

 NSF: used for transportation, per diem, stipends, and other costs for 
participants/trainees. 

4. Other Direct Costs: 
 Materials and supplies
 Publication costs (NIH)/ Publication/Documentation/Dissemination (NSF)
 Consultant services
 ADP/Computer services (NIH)/ Computer costs (NSF)
 Subawards/consortium/contractual costs (NIH)/ Subawards (NSF)
 Equipment or facility rental/user fees (NIH)
 Alterations and renovations (NIH)
 “Other” 

 Discuss your proposed non-personnel costs with your DA/ grants administrator 
to determine if: 

 Proposed costs are allowable by your funding agency.
 Proposed costs should be considered facilities & administration costs (not 

included as a direct cost budget line item). 
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+Travel
 Domestic and International travel are generally allowable costs. 
 If you cannot find explicit guidance about whether they are 

allowable under your funding mechanism, ask your DA/grants 
administrator. They may contact the funding agency.

 Budget for:
 Travel required to complete the proposed project activities (e.g., to 

data collection sites)
 Travel to scientific meetings to disseminate results in later year(s) of 

project period. 

 Determining travel costs: 
 Your DA/grants administrator may have a standard dollar amount 

used for domestic and/or international trips. 
 If you are responsible for calculating travel costs: 

 Check professional association websites for information on where 
conferences will be held in future years. 

 Estimate travel and accommodation costs using a website like 
Expedia.com.

 Don’t forget to budget for ground transportation (e.g., to and from 
airport, to meeting or recruitment site from hotel). 
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+Consultants

 If you have collaborators who: provide advice or 
services; do not work at Columbia; and will not be 
majorly contributing to your project, you will likely 
budget them as consultants. 

 Consultants work for a fee. Usually, consultant fees 
are paid by the hour. For example, you would calculate 
costs for consultants as follows: 300 hours at $50 an 
hour = $15,000.

 You must include a signed letter from the consultant 
stating their willingness to participate, their role, and 
their level of compensation. 
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+Sub-awards/ Consortium Agreements

 Discuss with your DA/ grants administrator or program officer 
to ensure that subawards are allowable costs by your funding 
agency. 

 Use a subaward when your collaborating institution will be 
making significant contributions to the design, conduct, or 
outcome of your project. 

 If you will include a subaward, you need to prepare the following 
with your grant application: 

 Formal budget from the subcontract institution 
 Budget justification for subaward
 Subcontract Proposal Face Page (info about prime and subaward 

institutions, signed by both the PI of the subaward and authorized 
official at subaward institution)

 Scope of Work for subaward institution, ICs should be included in the 
subaward; up to 8% for foreign institutions and a federally negotiated 
rate for domestic institutions. 

 Information about compliance with financial conflict of interest 
policies. 

 Biosketches from key personnel on subcontracts. 
 The prime institution (Columbia) will receive ICs for the first 

$25,000 of the subaward for government applications. 
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+NIH Policy on Acceptance for Review of 
Unsolicited Applications that Request 
$500,000 or more in Direct Costs in any year
 Applicants wishing to submit an application with $500,000+ in 

direct costs in any one year must reach out to Institute/Center 
program staff in writing at least 6 weeks prior to the anticipated 
submission date of the application. You will include a draft of the 
proposed budget with the request.  Your DA will help you with 
this process.  

 If the Institute/Center is willing to accept the application for 
consideration, they will contact the Center for Scientific Review 
(CSR) before the application is submitted. 

 The application must include a cover letter that identifies the 
program staff member and Institute/Center that has agreed to 
accept the application for consideration. 

 Any application requesting $500,000+ in direct costs in any one 
year that does not indicate that does not indicate that the PI has 
received approval from the Institute/Center will be returned 
without review. 
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+Budget-related Forms for NIH/Other 
PHS Agencies 

DOCUMENT REQUIRED OPTIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS IN SF424 

R&R GUIDE

SF424 (R&R) Budget
(Use when required or allowed by the FOA)

* Section 4.7

SF424 (R&R) Subaward Budget Attachment 
Form 

(Use when required or allowed by the FOA)

x Section 4.8

PHS 398 Modular Budget
(Use when required or allowed by the FOA)

* Section 5.4

• For most NIH and other PHS grant applications there are 2 possible 
budget components: 

(1) SF424 (R&R) Budget –or–
(2) PHS 398 Modular Budget. 

• NIH application submissions must include either the SF424 (R&R) Budget 
Component or the PHS 398 Modular Budget Component, but never both. 
(AHRQ does not accept modular budgets.) 

• Your DA/ grants administrator will determine which budget form is 
appropriate and transfer your  budget from an excel spreadsheet to official 
forms. 

*From SF424 R&R Application Guide
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+Detailed vs. Modular Budget Forms 
(for NIH/ PHS Agencies)

 SF424 (R&R) Budget Form 
(Detailed budget): 

 When direct project costs exceed 
$250,000/year

 All applications from non-U.S.  
institutions

 PHS 398 Modular Budget:
 When direct project costs total of 

$250,000 or less, and 
 One of the following mechanisms is 

used: R01; R03; R15; R21; (R34 (or 
some additional mechanisms, 
specified in RFA/PAs), and

 The applicant organization is based in 
the U.S. 

 Your DA/grants administrator 
will determine which form you 
will use. 
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+Detailed vs. Modular Budget Forms
(for NIH/ PHS Agencies)

 According to NIAID, about 76% of new investigators 
and 66% of established investigators used a modular 
budget. 

 For modular budgets, you will request direct costs in 
modules of $25,000. 

 Does not require a detailed breakdown of direct 
costs.  

 Typically, you will request the same number of 
modules each year; explain in your budget 
justification if the number of modules vary from year 
to year. 

 However, even when you will be submitting a modular 
budget to the funding agency, Columbia University 
requires a detailed (itemized) budget.
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+Sample Budget: P01 15



+Sample Budget: R01 16



+Sample Budget: R21 17

Contact PI: Factor Litvak

YEAR 1 YEAR 2

07/01/14 07/01/15

PERSONNEL Salary Effort 06/30/15 06/30/16 Total
Pam Factor-Litvak

Catherine Monk

Ezra Susser

Xinhua Lu

Katrina Kezios

Total Salary $           80,206 $        82,076 $            162,282 

Fringe @30% $           24,864 $        24,623 $              49,487 

Total Salary & Fringe $          105,070 $       106,698 $            211,769 

OTPS
Travel $             1,500 $          1,530 $                3,030 

Supplies $             4,000 $          2,040 $                6,040 

Human Subjects Costs $           49,725 $                 - $              49,725 

Communications Costs $             1,350 $          1,377 $                2,727 

COSF-Xinhua Liu $                443 $             451 $                  894 

Subtotal $           57,018 $          5,398 $              62,416 

TOTAL DIRECT $          162,088 $       112,096 $            274,185 

TOTAL DIRECT (LESS CONSORTIUM F&A) $          162,088 $       112,096 $            274,185 

MTDC $          162,088 $       112,096 $            274,185 

IC (60%) $           97,253 $        67,258 $            164,511 

TOTAL $          259,341 $       179,354 $            438,695 



+Sample Budget: T32 18



+Detailed Budget Justifications 
 For NIH/PHS Agencies, the following budget categories must be 

justified, where applicable: Equipment; Travel; 
Participant/trainee support; Other direct costs. 

 Use this section to list the names, role (e.g., PostDoc or Graduate 
Student), associated months, salary and fringe benefits for all 
Postdocs and Graduate Students.

 Include a justification for any significant increases or decreases
from the initial year budget. 

 Justify budgets with more than a standard escalation from the 
initial to the future year(s) of support. 

 If the application includes a subaward/consortium budget, a 
separate budget justification is submitted for that budget. 

 Budget Justification Page limits: 

Agency Page Limit

NIH/PHS Agencies No page limit. 

NSF 3 pages. 

Other Agencies. Consult application guidance or talk to DA/grants 
administrator or R2. 
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+Modular Budget justifications
(for NIH/ PHS Agencies)

Include: 
 Personnel Justification: Name, role, and person-months for 

each person on the project. Do not include salary and fringe 
benefit rate in the justification. 

 Consortium Justification: Total costs (direct costs plus F&A 
costs) of all sub-awards rounded to the nearest $1,000. 
Include roles and person months of all subaward personnel; 
if the consortium is foreign, that should be stated.

 Additional Narrative Justification:
 Explanations for any variations in the number of modules 

requested annually
 Any direct costs that were excluded from the F&A base calculation 

(e.g., equipment, tuition remission)
 Any work being conducted off-site, especially if it involves a 

foreign study site or an off-site F&A rate. 
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+Non-federal applications

While they are less common for us, non-federal applications do comprise a 
reasonable portion of the grant applications submitted through Mailman. 
Included in this category are foundation applications, funding from hospitals 
(like NYPH), and, more recently, service agreements from for-profit 
organizations or pharmaceutical companies. 

Broadly, these applications tend to be favored by two groups: junior 
investigators who are looking for pilot funding with the hopes of launching 
larger research projects some years out, and researchers and public health 
service providers whose work aligns more closely with the funding priorities 
of foundations than federal agencies. 

Administrative practices vary considerably across these different funders, but 
there are consistencies in how they differ from federal submissions
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+Non-federal applications

Indirect Costs

Columbia’s federally negotiated rate is 60%. Non-federal funders predictably 
balk at this. Some non-federal agencies have well-established guidelines for 
budget submissions; those that do will have their rate published on their 
website in an FAQ or policy document. Smaller non-federal funders might not 
have a standard rate, but SPA will need something in writing in order to 
appropriately review the funding application. If you’re in a position to suggest 
a rate, 20% is a good starting point (more on that later). 

Allowable Budget Lines

Because indirect cost rates are significantly lower, and sometimes prohibited 
altogether, there are frequently more things you can request as direct costs on 
a non-federal grant. The most common expenses are salary support for 
administrators and the cost of managing the office spaces of personnel 
involved with the grant. 
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+Non-federal applications

The submission process for non-federal grants mirrors a federal application in 
all of the most important ways: a detailed budget and justification, RASCAL 
and all necessary approvals, scope of work and/or research strategy, 
supporting materials from any consultants, service providers, or subcontract 
institutions, and typically a biosketch or a similar document for all key 
personnel. The one requirement that is universal across all non-federal 
funders is departmental and school approval to submit a grant that carries 
less than a full indirect cost rate. The tool we use to submit this request is the 
low IC decision analysis tool. 

This worksheet takes into account all of the details from the proposed budget 
(direct costs by budget category plus whatever IC is allowable) and also 
factors in all the overhead to run the grant, which includes the effort 
associated with all individuals on the grant, their office spaces, and all the 
other taxes that are levied by the school and university against research 
activities. You then have a true “loss” or “gain” which needs to be approved by 
the department/center head (if less than $10K annually) or by the MSPH 
Dean’s Office. 
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+Non-federal applications 24

FY13-14 FY14-15 FY15-16

Agency ICR Rate 0% 20% 0%

Effective ICR rate 0% 20% 0%

Revenues FY13-14 FY14-15 FY15-16

Sponsored Projects - Direct Revenue $                                 - $                      100,000 $                                 -

Sponsored Projects - Indirect Revenue $                        20,000 

Intellectual Property Proceeds

Quasi-IC Expense Recovery (i.e., Rent) $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Dean's Office Assessment on Sponsored Research Revenue $                                 - $                        (6,543) $                                 -

ICR Sharing (inter-MSPH & intra-MSPH)

Total Revenues $                        - $                113,457 $                        -

Sponsored Research Expenditures

Proposed Central Funds Salary and Fringe Relief $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Salary & Fringe $                                 - $                       35,000 $                                 -

OTPS (Non-subcontracts) $                                 - $                       65,000 $                                 -

Subcontracts - IC Generating $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Subcontracts - Non Generating $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Quasi-IC Expense Recovery (i.e., Rent) $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Total Sponsored Research Direct Expenses $                        - $                100,000 $                        -

Total Indirect Expenses

Overhead Allocation $                                 - $                        12,888 $                                 -

Total Indirect Expenses $                        - $               12,888 $                        -

Total Expenses $                        - $               112,888 $                        -

Net Surplus/Deficit $                        - $                    568 $                        -

Overhead Allocations FY 13-14 1 FY 14-15 1 FY 15-16 1

Allocation Bases

Sponsored Research Operating Expenditures (OpEx) $                        - $                100,000 $                        -

Employee FTE - 0.40 -

Officer Of Research / Instruction Headcount - 0.10 -

Wet-lab Space Square Feet - - -

Office and/or Other Space Square Feet - 80.00 -



+Non-federal applications 25

FY13-14 FY14-15 FY15-16

Agency ICR Rate 0% 20% 0%

Effective ICR rate 0% 20% 0%

Revenues FY13-14 FY14-15 FY15-16

Sponsored Projects - Direct Revenue $                                 - $                      100,000 $                                 -

Sponsored Projects - Indirect Revenue $                        20,000 

Intellectual Property Proceeds

Quasi-IC Expense Recovery (i.e., Rent) $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Dean's Office Assessment on Sponsored Research Revenue $                                 - $                        (6,543) $                                 -

ICR Sharing (inter-MSPH & intra-MSPH)

Total Revenues $                        - $                113,457 $                        -

Sponsored Research Expenditures

Proposed Central Funds Salary and Fringe Relief $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Salary & Fringe $                                 - $                       65,000 $                                 -

OTPS (Non-subcontracts) $                                 - $                       35,000 $                                 -

Subcontracts - IC Generating $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Subcontracts - Non Generating $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Quasi-IC Expense Recovery (i.e., Rent) $                                 - $                                 - $                                 -

Total Sponsored Research Direct Expenses $                        - $                100,000 $                        -

Total Indirect Expenses

Overhead Allocation $                                 - $                        14,474 $                                 -

Total Indirect Expenses $                        - $               14,474 $                        -

Total Expenses $                        - $               114,474 $                        -

Net Surplus/Deficit $                        - $                    (1,018) $                        -

Overhead Allocations FY 13-14 1 FY 14-15 1 FY 15-16 1

Allocation Bases

Sponsored Research Operating Expenditures (OpEx) $                        - $                100,000 $                        -

Employee FTE - 0.50 -

Officer Of Research / Instruction Headcount - 0.20 -

Wet-lab Space Square Feet - - -

Office and/or Other Space Square Feet - 100.00 -



+ Internal Requirements

1. Salary confirmations and RASCAL approvals

2. In-kind support and corresponding approvals

3. Conflict of interest disclosure and RASCAL certifications
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+ Internal Requirements

Salary confirmations and RASCAL approvals

Salary confirmations are required for all named Columbia faculty and 
staff listed on the proposal. These confirmations should come via email 
from the faculty or staff member’s division or department administrator 
and need to be current for the fiscal year in which the grant is being 
submitted.

RASCAL is the proposal tracking system that is used university-wide to 
collect data on submitted proposals. Before an application can be 
submitted to a funding agency, the submitting PI and the 
department/division administrators of all participating individuals have 
to approve the RASCAL. This is true even when there is no salary support 
and people are listed with in-kind effort or as mentors (such as on a 
training grant application). 
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+ Internal Requirements

Conflict of interest disclosures and RASCAL certifications

All named individuals listed on a grant applications and any consultants 
identified as key personnel are required to complete annual conflict of 
interest disclosures and RASCAL trainings for HIPAA and human subjects 
research. These trainings and certifications should be completed well in 
advance of the application due date. 

Subcontract institutions are also required to file certifications attesting 
that they either have or will have by the time an award is issued a 
financial conflict of interest policy. Many domestic institutions are listed 
on the FDP website, but international institutions frequently are not. A 
certification is available in a word document that the international 
organizations can complete, sign, and return with their completed 
subcontract package. 
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+ Internal Requirements

In-kind support and corresponding approvals

If an individual is being listed on a grant application with measurable 
effort but without salary support, an in-kind letter is needed in order to 
confirm that the listed effort will be funded by another (non-sponsored) 
source. This happens frequently with training grant applications, where 
salary support is not an allowable budget item, and occasionally with 
regular research grants where sufficient funding is not available for to 
cover all investigator effort. 

The letters must be signed by the department chair of the individual 
receiving in-kind support or the funding department (if they are 
different) and a senior financial business officer. Jody Grunfeld, Interim 
Senior Director for Finance at MSPH, signs letters for all individuals 
within MSPH. 
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+Agency Requirements

1. Consultant letters of support

2. Subcontract agreements

3. Letters of support for service agreements
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+Agency Requirements

Consultant letters of support

Any individual listed as a consultant on the budget proposal needs to 
submit a letter of support that will summarize the scope of their work on 
the proposed research grant, and will also outline their annual and 
cumulative costs to the grant. The consultant letter must also include 
confirmation that all work for the proposal will be done on the 
consultant’s own time, and that no resources will be used from their 
primary institution or organization.  The above referenced letter should 
be on the consultant’s letterhead and not on the Institution’s letterhead. 

Sample letters of support are available from the R2 office. 
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+Agency Requirements

Subcontract agreements

In order for an organization to be listed as a subcontract, we must include 
the following in the proposal:
- A budget template consistent with the parent application
- A budget justification consistent with the parent application
- A signed subcontract facepage that names the prime institution, the 
submitting institution, the dates and title of the proposal, and the 
requested budget details
- A scope of work that outlines the expectations of the subcontract 
performance over the full lifecycle of the proposed grant
- A facilities and resources document
- Biosketches for all named key personnel

A consortium arrangements document will also be required as a separate 
attachment if there is subcontract activity. 
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+Agency Requirements

Letters of support for service agreements

If you have planned to contract with a third party to perform specific 
services in support of your research aims, such as data collection or 
database cleaning, and have identified this organization prior to the grant 
submission, you will need to include a letter of support from that 
organization. The letter should include a brief description of what the 
service provider will be expected to do during the course of the study, 
and should also include a price estimate based on available information. 
This letter of support helps to justify the amount requested in the budget 
and justification. 
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+Resources
Internal:

 Columbia University Sponsored Projects Handbook: Chapter V. Preparing a 
Sponsored Project Budget: http://evpr.columbia.edu/content/complete-sponsored-
projects-handbook-download (uni and password protected)

 Columbia University Institutional Information (current indirect cost rates, fringe 
rates, etc.): http://spa.columbia.edu/proposals/institutional-information

NIH/ PHS Agencies: 
 Developing your budget: http://grants.nih.gov/grants/developing_budget.htm
 NCI Quick Guide for Grant Applications: 

http://deainfo.nci.nih.gov/extra/extdocs/gntapp.pdf
 NIH Developing your budget podcast: 

http://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2011/04/29/developing-your-budget-podcast/
 Revised Policy on the Acceptance for Review of Unsolicited Applications that 
 Request $500,000 or More In Direct Costs: 

http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-02-004.html
 Types of grant programs/ Grant activity codes:

http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/funding_program.htm
Other external:
 NSF Sample budget/ budget justification: 

http://www.nsf.gov/eng/iip/sbir/samplebudget_and_justification.pdf
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+R2 Contact Info

Website: 
http://www.mailman.columbia.edu/faculty-

staff/research-resources-r2-office

Email:
ckk7@columbia.edu

Phone:
212-305-3615
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